Abstract. Let N = (U: (V2 + k2)u=O), N , = {@: (V2 + k2 -q(x))@=O) in 9 c R 3 , where 9 is a bounded domain, k=constant>O, q ( x ) E L m ( 9 ) . Suppose that f € L P @ ) , p ) 1, and J f u @ d x = O for all U E N and @ E N I . Then f = O . Results of this type are used to prove uniqueness theorems in inverse scattering. In particular, we prove that the scattering amplitude A@', 0, k) known at a fixed k > 0 for all e', 0 E S2 determines the compactly supported potential q(x) uniquely. We also prove that the surface data u(x, y, k), V x, y E P = ( x : x3 = 0 ) at a fixed k > 0 determine the compactly supported u(x) E Lz (9 ) uniquely. Here [V2+k2+k2u(x)]=-6(x-y)inR3, 9 c R ! = ( x : x 3 (0)isaboundeddomain.
where z z = k2 = t; t;. Let us show that one can choose z + t;=p E R 3, where p runs through a ball B: IpJ < R , R =constant > 0. If this is established then (2) implies j9 f exp(ip 9 x ) dx=O, p E B. Since the integral is an entire function o f p which vanishes in B, it vanishes identically. Therefore f 0.
Let us check now that for any p E B there exist z and t; E C such that I Cl + CO, Iz I + CO, aj + aj=pj, bj=pj, j = 1,2,3. We have ten equations for 12 coordinates. Let us show that these equations can be satisfied and I z I + CO, I t;l + CO . Eliminate a and b to get a -p2= k ', a.P=O, (p-a) -b =p -2 p -a + a -p =k thus p 2 = 2 p -a , (p-a)*/3=0 thus p p=O. Choose the third coordinate axis alongp, i.e. takep= ye3, and take p=plel, a = a3 e3 + a2 4 .
Then p*p=O, a*/3=0, a:+ai-/?:=k2, y2=2ya3, i.e. a3=4y. Thus a:-/3:= k2-iy2 (*). Take la21+w, Ip11+03 so that ( * ) holds. This is possible. Set /3=plel, a=a2e2 + $ye3, b=P, a=ye3 -a. Then all ten equations are satisfied. Theorem 1 is proved.
z * z = t ; * t;=k 2 >0.Letz=a+ib,t;=a+ip.Thena2-b2=a2-P2=k2,a* b=a-/?=O,
Let q E L m ( 9 ) , 9 c R 3 is a bounded domain, A(@', 8, k) is the scattering amplitude corresponding to q(x) (see e.g.
. .
J where @ solves the scattering problem: -b = a 2 -p 2 = 1
One has b=P, a l = a l , a2=a2, a 3 = a 3 + y . One has ten equations for 12 coordinates, namely: 8 8=8' 8'= 1 and 8 8'=p which is i 2 ) for k = 1. Let us show that these equations can be satisfied under condition il). Eliminate a and b to get a b=a -/3=0. Next consider the equation
Assume that D E L 2 ( 9 ) , 9 c R L = ( x : x3 < 0}, 9 is bounded, and the surface data u(x, y, k) are given at a fixed k > 0 for all x, y E P = { x : x 3 = 0).
Theorem 3.
The above data determine v(x) uniquely.
Remark 2. In [ 2 ]
it is proved that the surface data known for all 0 < k < ko, where k o > 0 is arbitrarily small, determine u(x) uniquely.
Proof of theorem 3. The solution to ( 5 ) which satisfies the radiation condition solves the equation:
Us(x,y):=U-g=
J'
where U, is the scattered field. The integral in (6) is known for all x , y E P . We wish to prove that these data determine v(Q uniquely.
Step 1. If u,(x, y) is known for all x , y E P then the numbers 1' d r D(r)Um(r)Wm~(r):=Dmm~ are known for all
J 9
Um E N9(VZ + k 2 ) and W,!EN~(V'+ k 2 + k2v(x)).
(7)
Step 2 Let us explain step 1 in more detail. Multiply (6) by a v, E C,"(P) and integrate in x to get:
F is known for ally E P and all p E C,"(P). Here
In order to show that h runs through a dense set in N g ( V 2 + k 2 ) when v, runs through C,"(P) assume (*): k2 is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator V 2 + k 2 in 9 (if k 2 is an eigenvalue then take 9 2 9 , 9 c R Y , such that k2 is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator V 2 + k2 in g1 and use the argument below). We will show that hl ag runs through a dense subset of L 2 ( a 9 ) . This implies that h runs through a dense set in N g ( V 2 + k2) provided that ( * ) holds. To prove that the set {h} is dense in L 2 ( a 9 ) assume that there is a function y(x) E L 2 ( a 9 ) such that sag yh ds=O for all h of the form (9). 
R3\89.
This implies that w = 0 outside of 9, w = 0 on a 9 , and, since ( * ) holds, w = 0 in 9. By the jump relation for [aw/aN]ag one has y=O. Therefore the set { h } is dense in L2(i39)).
In a similar way one proves that (6) implies (7). Let us prove proposition 1 used above. First we need two lemmas. 
Function (14) 6 dAl J--1 t k 6 + @ (Aft2+p ) x dAl J: I t 16 dp(A:t2 +p2)-1/2
(18)
where A: + r2 -st; =p, dp = 2r dry we used the inequalities A:< d2, A: + d2< tkd which hold if 0 < 6 < 1 and t k 2 2, and we assumed that the last two inequalities are valid.
Let A l t =p. Then the integral in (18) is not greater than where c = constant > 0, polar coordinates were used and we took into account that t-ltk=t-l(t2 + k2)'l2<2 for sufficiently large t and a fixed k > 0 . Combining (18) and (1 9) one gets
Thus lI~llL~co,<~llfllL2(9)d. We can now prove
(27) for any fixed k 2 0 has a solution of the form
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